How To Create SVG Patterns

- Step 1: Select an element that will be filled with a pattern and then press on pattern.

- Step 2: Select an element that will fill the pattern

- Step 3: To control the pattern scroll down to pattern height and width then increase the height and width of a pattern

How To Add Keyframes

Select an element, press on the add keyframe button to create the start keyframe then do transformations to your element and add the end keyframe.

Note that when adding Keyframes for rotation you firstly have to rotate the element before adding either keyframes
Compositions
What Is A Composition

where all the separate elements come together to form a whole design, they can be created by importing an SVG design or copying and pasting a designed or animated composition in another composition. Compositions are a powerful feature on YewCraft as they give you the ability to create interactive animations, Automatic animations and Looping (Repeating) animations.

How To create Interactive Animations

• Step 1: Create animations then copy and paste the composition into a new comp.
• Step 2: Copy the ID of the animated comp and paste it on the TARGET-ID section.
• Step 3: Copy and paste the ID of an element that will be the TRIGGER-ID, If you would like to use the same element to trigger the animation copy the same ID of the animated comp and paste it on the TRIGGER-ID section.
• Step 4: Set the the event to click, hover and mouse leave.
• Set the action to play, stop or hide then apply
Automatic Animations

- Step 1: import an SVG design or Design Your Own composition then copy and paste it into another composition
- Step 2: Select the composition then go set the animation type, the easing and then apply

How to create looping (Repeating) animations

- Step 1: Add keyframes to an element.
- Step 2: Press on copy comp, it will change to paste comp, now press on the New comp button.
- Step 3: Press on paste comp, then go to Comp - animations section and change the duration and the repeat-count to a high number
- Add the delay keyframe
Top Bar

All The Elements On The TopBar
ENTER WIDTH AND HEIGHT RATIOS AND PRESS RESIZE BUTTON TO RESIZE THE CANVAS.

CLICK ON THE ADD COMP BUTTON A NEW COMPOSITION WILL BE CREATED. IT'S ID WILL BE SHOWN ON THE TOP OF YOUR LEFT-HAND SIDE.

PRESS THIS ICON TO ADD A PARAGRAPH. IN ORDER TO CHANGE THE CONTEXT OF THE PARAGRAPH, SCROLL DOWN ON THE RIGHT BAR THERE'S A TEXT AREA AND TEXT-FONT AREA, YOU CAN ALSO ALIGN YOUR PARAGRAPH.

CLICK THE PEN-ACTIVATOR BUTTON AND CLICK ON THE CANVAS (A DOT WILL APPEAR WHICH SYMBOLIZES START AND END POINTS). CLICK TO DRAW A LINE BETWEEN TWO POINTS AND WHEN YOU ARE DONE DRAWING YOUR DESIRED SHAPE PRESS "E" ON THE KEYBOARD TO DEACTIVATE THE PEN. PRESS "C" ON THE KEYBOARD AND START CONSTRUCTING CURVES ENDLESSLY, IT MAY HAPPEN THAT AFTER CONSTRUCTING A COUPLE OF CURVES YOU MAY WANT TO DRAW A LINE, IF SO THEN PRESS "C" AND START DRAWING YOUR CURVES AFTER CONSTRUCTING A SHAPE PRESS "E" ON THE KEYBOARD TO DEACTIVATE THE PEN.

ACTIVATE THE RECT TOOL OR CIRCLE TOOL THEN DRAW YOUR PREFERRED SHAPE AND PRESS "ESC".

MOVES AN ELEMENT BEHIND OR IN-FRONT OF ANOTHER ELEMENT, SELECT AN ELEMENT THAT YOU WANT TO MOVE BEHIND OR IN-FRONT OF ANOTHER ELEMENT THEN PRESS YOUR PREFERRED BUTTON AND SELECT ANOTHER ELEMENT.

PRESS MULTI-SELECT BUTTON AND SELECT YOUR PREFERRED ELEMENTS YOU CAN EVEN SELECT ONE ELEMENT AND THEN PRESS THE GROUPING BUTTON, ALL ELEMENTS INSIDE A GROUP WILL BEHAVE AS A SINGLE ELEMENT.

PRESS THIS BUTTON TO ADD A TEXT INTO THE CANVAS.
MULTI-SELECT ALL THE ELEMENTS INSIDE THE CANVAS WHICH YOU WANT TO GROUP AND THEN CLICK THE GROUPING BUTTON TO GROUP THOSE ELEMENTS

CLICK ON THE ELEMENT THAT YOU WANT TO BE MASKED ON ANOTHER ELEMENT AND CLICK ON THE CLIPPING BUTTON THEN SELECT AN ELEMENT WHICH YOU WANT TO MASK THE FIRST ELEMENT YOU SELECTED ON

SELECT AN ELEMENT WHICH YOU WANT TO CREATE TRANSPARENCY ON ANOTHER ELEMENT AND PRESS THE ALPHA MASK BUTTON OR (ALT) THEN SELECT AN ELEMENT THAT WILL BE MASKED, THE FIRST ELEMENT YOU SELECTED ON SHOULD APPEAR ON THE ELEMENT YOU SELECTED AFTER AS A TRANSPARENT SHAPE

SELECT AN ELEMENT AND PRESS THE DUPLICATE BUTTON, A DUPLICATION OF THAT ELEMENT SHOULD BE VISIBLE AND ALSO HAVING AN INDEPENDENT ID

COPY COMP CARRIES THE ABILITY TO COPY ALL THE ELEMENTS THAT ARE ON THE CANVAS AND COMPOSITE THEM INTO A SINGLE COMPOSITION. AFTER YOU HAVE PRESSED COPY COMP THE BUTTON WILL CHANGE TO PASTE COMP

PASTE COMP PASTES A COMPOSITION FROM ONE LAYER TO OTHER LAYERS, ALL THE ELEMENTS INSIDE A COMPOSITION WILL BEHAVE A SINGLE ELEMENT. A COMP CAN ONLY BE DRAGGED, IN ORDER TO DO MORE TRANSFORMATIONS YOU HAVE TO CLICK MULTI-SELECT AND THEN SELECT IT AND GROUP IT